
Ne Plus Ultra Blackjack Master Course for Windows

Ne Plus Ultra announces Master Course, a sophisticated training package that 
teaches professional-level blackjack play.  It is possible to have a consistent 
advantage over the casino.

Features:
- Superior graphics
- Founded in solid, proven mathematics
- Easy, step-by-step learning system
- Extensive range of exercises
- Covers all requisite playing skills
- Continuous appraisal and rating
- Extensive manual

Users:

The program is targeted at existing and new PC users, with or without 
blackjack experience.  Master Course provides everything needed to learn 
how to consistently beat the game.

Industry Reaction:

"This is a phenomenal practice package . . . the best practice software on the 
market today . . . this is the first blackjack software I've seen which really 
takes full advantage of what computers are capable of doing when it comes 
to training your mind."  Arnold Snyder, author of the Blackjack Formula 
and publisher of the Blackjack Forum.

"5 Stars.  Outstanding.  Highly recommended.  The ultimate software 
training package for card counters."  Michael Dalton, author of Blackjack, 
A Professional Reference.

The Company:

Ne Plus Ultra is a newly formed company, dedicated to providing the best in 
gaming software.



Ne Plus Ultra Master Course and Practicum

Program Description:

Master Course provides professional blackjack training.  It is a sophisticated program, 
teaching skills that will yield a consistent player-advantage.

The complete package consists of Master Course, the trainer, and the Practicum, a full-
featured game of blackjack.  Several of the best known blackjack experts have rated this 
training package as the best on the market today.

The Master Course manual covers Card Counting, its history and why it works; Program 
Operation, and how to custom tailor training; and the Shelley Counting Method, a 
powerful card counting system.

Master Course has twenty adjustable exercises, beginning with the most simple, and 
progresses step-by-step to the most advanced card-counting processes.  The program 
allows the user to custom design their own simple or advanced counting systems.

The Practicum allows for full blackjack play, with an extremely versatile range of casino 
rules and variations.  It gives correct-play advice and accuracy feedback in a variety of 
modes.  The Practicum is a fun stand alone game but also supports all of the advanced 
training features found in Master Course.

Noteworthy Features:

Measured performance is a prerequisite for developing playing accuaracy and Master 
Course provides articulated testing with a range of assessment techniques.  Counting 
cards requires practicing with a discard box.  Master Course and Practicum are unique in 
their realistic and accurate discard animation.  The user can adjust all elements of Master 
Course's training:  pace, counting system variations, play style, strategy, simplicity, etc.  
Master Course offers substantial training support with its skill development, testing, 
rating, and customization.  Further, the manual and online help provide counting theory, 
strategy, and hundreds of related topics, terms, and definitions.

Uniqueness:

Despite the programs technical depth, the graduated learning process helps support the 
user through a challenging but fun learning experience.

The Practicum's Deck Scope allows quick visualization of counting and betting accuracy. 
This means there is no question of knowing if and when you are ready for the casino 
tables.  This alone is worth the price of admission.




